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Planning a renovation? Settling into a new place?
Or maybe you just need a change?
With Vilo products you can change your place on your own:
affordable, quick and easy. And the effects will be unique.

Linela skirting boards
is a new solution in the offer of Vilo skirting boards.
The slim shape, beautiful colours and even easier assembly 
are not the only advantages of this collection.

Your home, as new.
It’s that simple!
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NEW

Pay attention to details Try a new solution
Think about what your home should be like. Choose products that will help you create effortlessly a place 
where you will feel good. The Linela skirting boards collection gives you the opportunity to finish the 
floor in several ways. You can choose the traditional pattern in the colour of the panels or you can opt 
for a contrasting colour combination. You can always be sure that with Vilo skirting boards the floor will 
always look good.

For those who want a nice and practical interior, we have prepared a collection of Linela skirting boards. 
These skirtings are of a non-standard height (8 cm), which distinguishes them in the Vilo skirting offer. 
Their slim shape will make your space a more subtle look.

The Linela collection now offers even more choice. The latest skirting boards in three shades of grey and 
the black skirting board allow you to create contrasting combinations with the floor.
An interesting character will be given to the interior by a silver-coloured skirting board with an effect 
of brushed aluminum. The classic way to finish the floor is to choose one of the oak patterns matching 
the panels. The white skirting board, on the other hand, is a universal way to finish any floor.

Linela skirting boards are very practical: resistant to damage and water they are also easy to install.

The latest production technology of the Linela skirting boards has helped to significantly reduce 
its carbon footprint.

GLUED 
TO THE WALL

WIDE RANGE 
OF COLOURS

RESISTANT 
TO IMPACT

NATURE-FRIENDLYWATERPROOF MADE IN 
EUROPE
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The Linela collection includes shades of oak complemented
by single-colour skirting boards. Fifteen colours make the range 
perfectly matched to slender skirting boards.

Linela Colours

    2
00 cm

8 
cm

410 Adelaide Oak

403 Hamilton Oak

405 Melbourne Oak

409 Melton Oak

402 Wellington Oak

408 Brisbane Oak404 Auckland Oak

407 Newcastle Oak

406 Canberra Oak

411 Silver 401 White

1,6 cm

414 Grey

412 Black

413 Light Grey

415 Anthracite
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EXCELLENT
ADHESION

GRIP OF THE INITIAL 
VERTICAL SURFACE 

100 KG/M2

Linela skirting boards are glued directly to the wall - all you need to do is apply glue according to the 
assembly instructions on the label, press the board against the wall and you are done!

To be sure that the assembly of your skirting boards will be quick and trouble-free, use the dedicated 
Vilo glue. Its recipe has been composed so that the skirting boards adhere perfectly to the wall for 
a long time. The adhesive has a high pre-bond strength and works quickly, but it hardens
only after 20 minutes, which allows for possible corrections.

Linela Assembly instruction
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All colors shown in this publication are examples and should not be considered original.

All skirting boards from the Linela collection are accompanied by a set
of colour-matched finishing accessories.

1. You need two types of glue to install Linela skirting boards:
 - Vilo mounting adhesive - for skirting boards
 - hot glue - for finishing accessories.
2. Prepare the tools: a sharp saw, pencil and ruler.
3. Peel off the label from the strip - on its reverse you will find a detailed assembly instruction.
4. Cut the skirting board to the correct length.
5. Apply Vilo assembly glue to the skirting boards - exactly as in the instructions on the label.
6. Attach the appropriate finishing accessories with hot glue.
7. Press the boards with attached accessories to the wall.

Linela Assembly instruction

connector internal corner external corner right end cap left end cap
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